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Case study
Fusionworkshop selects
Pulsant as hosting partner
Long-term customer migrates from colocation to managed hosting
as it extends service offering. We are delighted to announce that
we have just been selected by Fusionworkshop to provide hosting
solutions to support the expansion of their service offering.
Fusionworkshop, a digital agency specialising in delivering .
Net web applications predominantly on Sitecore, is a long-time
user of Pulsant’s colocation services.

To summarise...
Client

Solution

Consult and create
As part of the company’s expansion plans to deliver a more comprehensive and secure platform
solution to existing and new customers, Fusionworkshop made the decision to migrate from
colocation to managed hosting. “As part of our business we provide web hosting solutions to a
broad range of enterprise-class customers and as part of our expansion plans we needed a proven
hosting partner able to support our strategic change to deliver more of these services”, says Dan
Berry, Operations Director, Fusionworkshop.

Our solution

Business outcomes
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Fusionworkshop had a number of specific requirements for potential partners, specifically the
latest generation infrastructure and equipment, a datacentre with ISO 27001 security compliance,
a high level of availability and an excellent service level agreement.
“After carrying out extensive research into the options, we ultimately didn’t need to look too far.
We selected Pulsant to deliver this new solution as we felt that their service levels, which we’ve
already experienced first-hand, the actual offering, and their capabilities best met
our requirements”.
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Business results
“We were not looking for a supplier, but rather a partner to work with us and support us in
delivering the best possible services and solutions to our current and future customers. We’re
currently migrating our services to the new platform and our customers are really seeing the
benefits. Pulsant, with its consultative approach and industry pedigree, is the perfect partner to
complement our offering”, concludes Berry.

“

As part of our business we provide web hosting solutions to a
broad range of enterprise-class customers and as part of our
expansion plans we needed a proven hosting partner able to
support our strategic change to deliver more of these services”.
DAN BERRY
— OPERATIONS DIRECTOR,
FUSIONWORKSHOP
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